LISKEARD UP and UNDER the VIADUCTS
It was Rosy who led us from the station car park, over the railway bridge and on
down the hill between two fairly steep banks on this new walk at Liskeard, but it’s
always interesting to tread where we have never trodden before and to learn
something about its history. Way back in 1586 Liskeard town council
directed that every woman and child over the age of seven without an
occupation must spin a set amount of yarn each week. If they refused to
do so, they would be punished by the stocks or suffer a whipping. Wool was
collected from farms on Bodmin Moor and the surrounding area and distributed to the
poorer women and children of the town to tease out and spin by hand into yarn.
Teasing was carried out between two paddles covered in tiny bent wires but for centuries teasels
from a plant were used, hence the name. By the 17th and 18th centuries, Liskeard had developed
into a significant centre for woollen yarn spinning.
At the bottom of this hill is the hamlet of Lamellion where to the right of nearby Coombe Halt
station is Liskeard’s only remaining trading woollen mill now known as the Wool Factory which
stands on the site of Blamey’s original mechanised mill. John Blamey was a wealthy wool merchant
based in Liskeard who once lived in Pencubitt House, one of the largest properties in the town which
we had passed earlier; the sign at the entrance declared this is now a hotel.
Lying ahead was the first footpath of the day, rather narrow in places but with so much to see along
its length from nature at one end to man-made features at the other. Many different wildflowers
were growing on both sides of this narrow path including Burdock, Tufted Vetch, Convolvulus, Purple
Loosestrife, Silverweeds and Fleabanes. To our left we discovered that the water we spotted through
the undergrowth was the remains of a dis-used canal. Two lofty, stone viaducts towered over us a
bit further on; one is the main line between Paddington and Penzance
while the other is the remains of Brunel’s timber framed viaduct which
was supported on brick piers. A stone’s
throw from here some clearance work was
being carried out by a digger on caterpillar
tracks which had created deep ruts in the
damp earth. By the time everyone had
navigated their way around these and had
passed a couple of old lime kilns covered
in Virginia creeper, we heard a train
coming and turned to watch as it sped across the viaduct. The level
crossing we soon reached was not part of the main line however but cut across the Looe Valley line
near an industrial estate. Once safely over this, a
stile lay ahead which although described as
‘wobbly’ in the leaflet, was actually quite new.
Here the damp, earthy path was littered with
fallen beech mast which is the name the nuts are
given when they have fallen from the trees above.

After scaling a second stile a steep field faced us with a
bridge crossing the main line right at the top but it soon
became apparent that a small herd of black bulls were
also using this field and although they eyed us up as we
approached, they decided against bothering us. Once on
top of the bridge we had a short break before descending
a small flight of steps into a road on the other side.

Alongside the road a beautiful shire horse looked
over the
metal gate
where it
received
plenty of
attention
from us on
this warm,
humid
morning.
Soon, Coombe Halt station appeared for the second time
today and strolling along the platform past a small waiting
room a couple of dodgy looking
characters could be seen waiting for
a train inside! At the far end it was
time to cross a small bridge over the
canal followed by another level
crossing near Coombe House.
Climbing higher and higher along a
shady path, the warning sound of a
train could be heard as it sped along
the track way down below but the
footpath continued through some
tall Ragwort plants and on along a
narrow track which came out in a road. We
were on the final stretch now as a sign declared
that it was one mile to the town centre but noone was in a hurry and when a veg stall was
spotted across the road at the entrance to
Trevillis House, a few went to see what was for
sale before catching up with the rest of the
walkers who were waiting patiently for us as
Liskeard Station came into view.

